
Massive pied-piping in Sinhalese and Japanese 

It is well known that clausal pied-piping has been observed overtly in Basque and 

Imbabura Quechua. However, the phenomenon is limited to subordinate clauses. In this talk I 

would like to show that the matrix clause itself can be pied-piped in quantity wh-questions in 

Sinhalese and Japanese, which I call ultimate pied-piping. In Sinhalese, ordinary wh-questions 

are normally formed by placing a question particle, də, next to a wh-expression and making a 

special verbal marking, e-ending as in (1)a and (2)a. Moreover, as in (1)b, də normally cannot 

be used as a verbal marking instead of e. However, quantity wh-expressions are exceptional in 

that də can be placed at the end of a sentence instead of e-ending as in (2)b. 

I will claim that də delimits what goes through covert wh-movement in Sinhalese. For 

example, in the case of (1)b, the matrix clause itself, specifically TP, is raised to C-spec, 

resulting in a structure such as (3)a. Accordingly, the restriction and the scope of the 

wh-operator match in the semantic component as in (3)b, which leads to gibberish with 

ordinary wh-expressions because since the restriction (i.e. the pied-piped phrase) is 

presupposed according to Strawson (1952), a set of true propositions, approximate to Chitra 

bought everything, will be presented to the listener, which has no information-seeking 

function, and hence, gibberish as a question. In other words, for an ordinary wh-question to be 

answerable, it must represent a set of unvalued propositions; therefore, ultimate pied-piping is 

unacceptable in ordinary wh-questions whether it is overt or covert. 

 In contrast, quantity wh-expressions allow ultimate pied-piping as in (4)a. The semantic 

representation, (4)b, provides a set of true propositions as in (3)b. However, the representation 

is legitimate as an information-seeking question because the listener has a job of counting the 

number of true propositions, and expresses the number as an answer. 

   The account above has a few pieces of evidence. First, də can be placed clause-finally 

with any wh-expression (except mokə ‘why’) if it is an embedded question and the matrix 

verb is presuppositional such as dannəwa ‘know’ and hoya bərənəwa ‘examine’ as in (5). If 

the present account is correct, the whole embedded clause in (5)b goes through ultimate 

pied-piping. These facts are naturally accounted for because embedded questions themselves 

do not have information-seeking function, so a set of true propositions does not cause a 

problem there. Furthermore, such sets are only compatible with factive verbs, whose 

embedded clauses are presupposed to contain only true propositions.  

The intervention effect in Japanese and Sinhalese presents more evidence. As represented 

in (6), certain phrases (called interveners and underlined in the examples), such as dare.mo 

‘everyone’ in Japanese and karu.t ‘everyone’ in Sinhalese, cannot c-command a 

wh-expression as in (7)a and (8)a, which is attributed to the economy condition: C is a probe 

and it goes into Agree with an intervener rather than a wh-expression because the former is 

closer to C. However, ‘how many NP’ does not cause the effect as in (7)b, which is not 

surprising because the entire clause can be raised with such a quantity wh-expression. 

Sinhalese examples show clearer evidence as in (8). If də is placed after the verb, the 

intervention effect is unobserved as in (8)b, which is due to ultimate pied-piping. In addition, 

the fact that (7)b cannot be answered with zero-satu ‘none’ further supports Strawson (1952) 

in that the restriction of the wh-operator is presupposed (i.e. ‘everyone read some book(s)’). 

(Independently, the present argument accounts for why the intervention effect is unobserved 

in embedded context as in (9) because the whole embedded clause can go through 

wh-movement to its own C-spec.) 

   Nevertheless, Sinhalese displays an opposite phenomenon to Japanese: (2)a cannot be 

answered with ‘no one’ while (2)b (and (8)b) can. To account for the contrast, I will claim that 

də in Sinhalese wh-questions also marks information focus, so that it adds a cleft-like 

interpretation as noted in Sumangala (1992), which is shown in the second English 

translations of (1)a and (2)a. Due to the cleft interpretation in (2)a, the presupposition that 



someone read the book is more strongly felt by Sinhalese speakers than that of (2)b, and 

hence, the opposite effect from Japanese is observed. Similarly in (2)a, because də is attached 

to the main clause, it is interpreted as new, hence, unpresupposable information, so it cancels 

the presupposition of the restriction, and can be answered with ‘no one’. Accordingly, the 

different result between the two languages does not refute ultimate pied-piping in Sinhalese. 

(1) a.  Chitra monəwa də gatt-e?    

         what   Q bought-E       

   ‘What did Chitra buy?’  

   ‘What is it that Chitra bought?’ 

b. *Chitra monəwa  gatt də? 

         what  bought Q 

   ‘What did Chitra buy?’       Kishimoto (2005, adapted) 

(2) a. kiidenek də potə kieuw-e? 

  how.many Q book read-E 

  ‘How many people read the book?’ 

  ‘How many people are there who read the book?’ 

b. kiidenek potə kieuwa də? 

  how.many book read Q 

  ‘How many people read the book?’     Kishimoto (2005, adapted) 

(3) a. [CP [TP Chitra bought what]-də C [TP Chitra bought what]-də] 

b. px[Chitra bought thing(x) & p = ^Chitra bought x] 

(4) a. [CP [TP people read how many books]-də C [TP people read how many books]-də] 

b. [pn
n
x [number(n) & people read book(x) & p = ^people read x]] (

n
x indicates that 

there are n-number of x’s.) 

(5) a. Ranjit [kau də  aaw-e kiyəla] dannəwa. 

        who-Q came-E  that  know 

b. Ranjit [kauru aawa də kiyəla] dannəwa. 

        who  came Q that    know 

  ‘Ranjit knows who came.’     Kishimoto (1997) 

(6) The intervention effect: *[C … intervener … wh]  

(7) a. *dare.mo-ga    nani-o yomimasita ka?  

   everyone-Nom what-Acc read    Q    

   ‘What did everyone read?’             

b. dare.mo-ga   nansatu  -no  hon-o yomimasita ka? 

  everyone-Nom how.many-Gen book-Acc read    Q 

  ‘How many books did everyone read?’ 

(8) a. * kauru.t    kiiyak  pot
h
 də kieuw-e? 

   everyone how.many book Q  read-E 

b.  kauru.t    kiiyak  pot
h
  kieuwa də? 

   everyone how.many book  read   Q 

   ‘How many books did everyone read?’ 

(9) Mary-wa [CP dare.mo-ga    nani-o yonda  ka] sitteiru. 

    -Top   everyone-Nom what-Acc read  Q  know 

‘Mary knows what everyone read.’ 
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